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Theme: "Good Design for Better Living"
In the rapidly dynamic and increasingly self-structured environments, it is clear that traditional user experience
research methods will be of limited use, and even then only in the most structured areas of the user experience
continuum. As more users move into the more self-structured environments, a new paradigm for user experience
research is required to fulfill the promise of richer, usable user experiences.
Research methods that involve direct observation provide more accurate data than methods that rely on users to
recall and self-report their behavior. When non-observational research methods like surveys, focus groups and
interviews are used to assess the user experience,
avariety of factors can affect how accurate participants are in reporting their own behavior:
"Respondents encode and interpret... questions; they place the questions in the context of their general
knowledge and their knowledge of the ... subject matter; and they gauge the expectations of the interviewer and
the social desirability oftheir answers."
Therefore, assessing user experience through direct observation undoubtedly produces more viable results
precisely because it eliminates many of the factors that contribute to the inaccuracy of self-reporting methods.
However:
"You can never accurately measure the usability of a software product. When you drag people into a usability
lab to watch their behavior, the very act of watching their behavior makes them behave differently."
The new paradigm must include research methods that allow organizations to capture the experience of any user,
any time, and on any channel, and also allow designers to easily observe, record and understand the user
experience.
This International Seminar on Usability Matters - UM0201 0 aims at showcasing the emerging new paradigm in
User Experience design that eliminates the burden on users as they share their experiences. Participation must
also be feasible for users from any geographic location. In addition to reducing the burden on users, this kind of
accessibility offers huge benefits for organizations, including a dramatic increase in the pool of available
participants, more affordable iterative testing, and a more accurate understanding of user behavior in a natural
environment.
The new paradigm requires the flexibility to capture the experience whenever the user is interacting agiven artifact
and the interaction is unmoderated and asynchronous with the researcher's schedule - even in the middle of the
night, and from any time zone and independent of the delivery channel- cell phone, PDA, laptop, kiosk, and any
operating system.
UM02010 features various methods and practices pertaining to Usability Matters across the User Experience
continnuum. The methods and practices include structured, semi-structured and unstructured strategies
resulting in both quantitative and qualitative study of User Experience.
Event General Chair:
Prof. D. K. Subramanian, Dean and Professor (Rtd.), Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore
& President, Foundation for Advancement of Education and Research [FAERJ, Bangalore,
E-mail: dks@faer.ac.in
For further details please contact:
Dr. T V Gopal, Professor, Anna University and Chairman, Division II [Software] ;
e-mail: gopal@annauniv.edu; Mobile: 098401 21302
Mr. Senthil Kumar Babu, President- UMO Chennai Chapter,
e-mail : senthil@usabilitymatters.org; Mobile: 0 9940028160
Mr. Kaladhar Bapu, Founder President - UsabilityMatters.Org(UMO)
e-mail :kbapu@usabilitymatters.org ; Mobile: 347. 688. 9495
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